The common defects of Discrete Cosine Transform based algorithm are the square effect and floater noise, especially under low speed. These defects can be resolved using code of mathematics morphology. For interframe coding, a new motion compensation algorithm based on the mathematical morphology transformation is proposed in this paper. First, the structure elements use compound morphological transformation, to carry out open and close operations in order to select and filter the irregular minuteness blocks. Then, Sum of Absolute Differences is adopted for motion estimating and coding in accordance to size and motion vector to determine the matching blocks. In this way, the frame prediction objective is achieved. Through the computer emulation, it is demonstrated that the proposed algorithm achieves fine compensation and improves the compression rate and transmission quantity. Under the same compression rate, it is indicated that the proposed video coding algorithm based on mathematical morphology is better than the video compression standard H.263. The proposed algorithm is basic for real-time compression and transmission, and also has certain practicability in image processing and information identification.
INTRODUCTION
Video image coding has experienced a persistent development and perfectionunder the rapid development of social informatization.The international organizations such as ITU, ISO and IEC, have jointly formulated the general digital image compression coding standards.The standard algorithms aremainly composed of three technologies, such as transform coding, entropy coding and motion compensation prediction coding (He and He, 2012) .
Usually, the simple prediction using the frame difference (FD) is suitable for static area, but it is not applicable to an object in motion. The need for an object in motion to estimate the relative displacement of adjacent frame is known as the motion compensation prediction coding.
In order to address the above questions, a video image coding based on the traditional motion of compensation prediction coding is proposed in this paper that uses the morphological transform and skeleton extraction method of Mathematical Morphology. The proposed method filters out the irregular small shape that is different from the motion vectors in macro-block. Its motion vector has separate coding. These irregular small shapes after morphological transform have good representatives, simple coding, and it can effectively reduce the DFD error and improve the coding efficiency (Han and Larry, 2012).
VIDEO IMAGE COMPRESSION METHOD BASED ON MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY
Some current video compression standards such as h.261 and MPEG-1/2, adopt the two-dimensional block DCT transform and motion compensation block matching algorithm. It effectively reduce the redundancy of the space and time of image sequence, but it has the followingdefects: first, the motion compensation technique of inter-frame prediction coding often has problems of motion estimation, namely, it has he contradiction between computational complexity and the detection accuracy in various common search motion estimation algorithms. It also has certain limits in application of high speed situations; second, the adoption block by DCT transform and motion compensation block matching,using a type of restore method has image block effect, especially in low bit rate, and the block effect is more apparent (Xue and Jun,2012) .
In order to solve the above mentioned problems, the authors introduce a morphological transform based on mathematical morphology in between the frames. In view of the sequence image inter-frame image processing, the method uses the morphological transform to filter out the irregular small block with different motion vector in the macro block. Then, the irregular small block is coded by using the skeleton character for more sophisticated compensation. Thus, the methods can achieve improved compression efficiency .The core of the method is correct selection of inconsistent irregular small pieces between motion vector and the motion vector in the macro-block. Suppose a macro block contains irregular small pieces, then their forecast image and the actual image must have large error in this irregular position, namely, the inter-frame displacement error which is quite large in the irregular small pieces but relatively small in the macro block. Similarly, if the inter-frame displacement error within some small piece is larger, there is a reason to suspect that the small piece has different motion vector with the macro-block. If the small pieces and the motion vector use absolute coding to find the motion vector, it is better forecasted to the motion sequence images (Li,2015) .This approach can only reduce the inter-frame displacement error but can also improve the compression and the signal-to-noise ratio effects.
The proposed method uses the compression processing for previous adjacent two frames of the collected movement image in the process of the compression code. The later frame on the basis of the previous frame predicts according to the spatial information. This frame can be divided into 16 * 16 macro blocks. If a macro block is used in the motion compensation compression, it should include the spatial difference value and the content difference value between the reference image and the coding macro-block in its compressed file, namely the motion vector and the error term e (Wang,2011) . Each macro block distributes a motion vector. If the inter-frame displacement error DFD is relatively large within a small piece, then there is a reason to determine the small pieces that have motion vectors different from the macro block. This paper adopts the following steps of image coding processing (Wang,2013) : (1) Find the motion vector and calculate the inter-frame displacement error of DFD. The current frame with ( , ) k S i j as one of the pixel, can be predicted by the displacement value of the encoded frame as:
prediction. It is concluded that the displacement error between the frames is:
(2) The DFD has binarization threshold and converts into
(3) After the threshold of DFD into the composite morphological transform,the irregular small pieces can be filtered out by easy opening and closing operation.The structural element B has the 33  square as follows:
Filtered result is the place where it has irregular small pieces.
(4) After a simple open and close operation, it can filter out the irregular small pieces.
DFDM is B result, the minimum radius is two.Actually these irregular small pieces have been decomposed into a series of length of squares, the small squares corresponding to the size of the skeleton radius. (5) The absolute difference and the calculation method of minimum absolute difference can be used for motion estimation. Similar to the traditional motion estimation algorithm, the absolute difference (SAD) is still used as a measure of prediction and guideline. The DFDS are greater than zero points, each point (i, j) is equivalent to represent a block of irregular small squares.The small motion matching and the absolute difference are as follows (Yang and Yang,2015) : The block size of motion estimation is w and it is not necessarily irregular small size.It is somewhat randomly selected and w can also be set as DFDS ( , ) ij function, namely the square in the irregular piece.The greater the match piece is, the bigger the size will be.Generally, the normal ranges of x and y are 
THE VIDEO IMAGE COMPRESSION SIMULATION BASED ON MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY

The Principle Diagram of the Simulation Experiment
The experiment dimensional sight is 30 MV color/black and has white video image acquisition card.It uses the PCI bus collected image data transmission that does not use CPU time and the image can be directly transmitted to the computer's memory. As shown in figure 2, the image through multi-channel switch device is fed to the A/D converter.Then the digital image data format is converted and it is fed to the data buffer where cutting and ratio compression is performed using internal RISC control graphics. Finally, the data transmission is performed (He and Li,2015) . 
The Simulation Process and Procedures
After calculating the size of the irregular block(skeleton radius) and the motion vector, it can be coded for location, size and motion vector in the coding port.They are again decoded accordingly at the decoding port in order to obtainthe small squares and the corresponding motion vector. Because some point ( , ) ij in DFDM may belong to two (or more) different squares, generally, the recent distance principle is used. If ( , ) ijsubordinate to the squares respectively are ( , ), 1, 2,...,  
Simulation Result
On the basis of the above mentioned image front-end acquisition, this paper uses the MATLAB simulation.The specific operation steps are: first, the video and image processing modules are opened; second, the required modules are added in the new window;third, doubling click for setting the required parameters in the modules;fourth, the modules are connected according to the demand of the simulation: the two consecutive frames use difference operationsand the result of the difference is compared with the threshold value in order to extract the contour of the moving targets.
The results are shown in figures 4 and 5. It can be concluded by comparing the simulation results that the inter-frame error DFD is reduced after using the morphological operations of video images.
In order to make the experiment data more objective，the Foreman and the mother-daughter are selected as experiment based on the image sequences. The two adjacent frames of collected images Declan Galbraithand collected images mother-daughter are shown in figures 6and 7. The signal-to-noise ratio and the compression ratio of the two adjacent frames using the standard compression algorithm h.263 and the proposed algorithms are compared in table 1. The experimental results show that the irregular small quantity is less when the inter-frame compression for simple background and character have local movement.Whenthe inter-frame motion estimation is performed,the motion compensation of irregular small pieces is joined in the mathematical morphology method.The method can effectively improve the signal-to-noise ratio and compression ratio and can greatly improve the effect of motion compensation.In this paper, the inter-frame displacement error has been processed in sequence image using the morphological transform that filters out the irregular small pieces different from the motion vector of macroblock.It can then be coded by the nature of the application framework in order to achieve more fine motion compensation.Thus, the methodhas achieved improved compressionefficiency. Comparingthe signal-to-noise ratio of the proposed method under the same compression ratiowith the standard coding MPEG1, the MPEG1 calculation data is 36.65, whereas the proposed method calculation data is 37.63.Hence, the proposed method has improved signal to noise ratio.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated with complete mathematical foundation that the mathematical morphology for image processing has conciseness intuitively and mathematical rigor.It can quantitatively describe and analysis image's geometric structure and isextremely suitable for image processing in all aspects of application. The proposed method has used mathematical morphology and has realized the video image compression.If other auxiliary morphological methods,such asimage segmentation, edge detection and transform based image compression are used then it is expected to achieve better effects.
